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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



Great ideas!  Thank you

Great information and very creative... You put a lot of time into this!  You are amazing ! 

Thanks for sharing your presentation and handouts!  

Great presentation Cliff!  Thank you for sharing ways we can incorporate life lessons through games.  I have 

played Builders and Bulldozers with my students as well and have asked the same questions about the 

game.  However, taking it to the next level of life lessons is awesome conversation that our students need. I 

only have 30 minute class times, but this is something I want to do more.  Thank you for sharing and 

including great resources as well!

I got to attend Cliff's session at the INSHAPE Fall conference in November. It was his first time presenting, 

he did a great job then and same is true of this presentation for EPEW! I would also like to attend this 

conference in person sometime, sounds amazing! Cliff you have such great ideas for getting into the SEL 

component and how to encorporate this in many ways no matter the focus!

Love these ideas!  Although I was hoping for things to use as we return, these will be good when we get 

back to normal.  I will be working with these.

Loved this presentation. Will be using some of these games moving forward. 

the quotes are great to print and hang up as reminders to myself/students 

Really enjoyed this one! Easy, applicable concepts. He really challenged me to take the time to talk about 

these life skills and including them in more lessons. I will definitely be using some of these games and 

applying more life lessons to some of my activities!

Comments



Very Helpful

Very inspiring!!


